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VIRTUAL GAGE FOR ANALYSIS OF ENERGY CONVERSION QUALITY IN 
ELECTROMECHANICAL SYSTEMS
Problem statement. Uninterrupted power supply is a very important issue today, especially in cases where techni-
cally impossible or economically inefficient use centralized power.
As most universal autonomous power supply using electromechanical generators, which are complex energy sys-
tem that is characterized by non-linear elements and devices of accumulation.
Emergency situation and disruptions of energy systems can lead to substantial consequences for industrial and mu-
nicipal enterprises [1]. Refers to the root causes of increasing voltage on the findings of the stator windings, which can  
lead to breakdown of isolation and the emergence of a multiphase generator short circuits. Dangerous for the isolation  
voltage increase is a consequence of the disappearance of the magnetic flux of the stator and increased reaction speed of 
rotation of the unit that occurs when disconnecting the load.
In this regard recently become increasingly popular autonomous diesel generator  complex (DGC), in which the 
non-contact three-phase AC generator. Currently, the most commonly used synchronous generator (SG). Asynchronous 
generators (AG) compared with synchronous have a simple and reliable design, lower weight and cost in the range of  
powers to 100 kW [2]. However, the widespread use of DGC AG remain poorly understood issues determining handling 
capacity of the latter, qualitative and quantitative measures of generated energy.
To the sustainability of AG is necessary to provide two conditions  the presence of controlled sources ‒ of reactive 
mechanical energy [3].  First performed by setting the capacitor, second – implementation AG mechanical connection 
with a diesel engine internal combustion (DE) or other sources of mechanical energy. When determining the handling 
capacity of the generator focuses on the choice of regulator capacitive excitation current and the number of degrees ca -
pacitor. At the same time to minimize the weight and dimensions valuesand increased mobility DGC characterized com-
parability capacity of DE and AG respective excitation systems, which also sets strict conditions on the stability of the 
prime mover and the quality and energy produced generator.
Electricity for both autonomous and stationary sources characterized by three parameters: frequency, voltage and 
form of the curve. Frequency of voltage characteristic are active power balance required for normal functioning of the 
consumer, and active power generated by the electric power source.
If the active power, which is produced sources not less than the required electric power receivers, the frequency of  
the voltage in electricity the system is 50 Hz. In case of shortage of active power frequency voltage in the system is re-
duced and reached steady state at reduced frequency. Voltage in DGC with AG is a measure of the balance of reactive 
power. If the system there is a storage of reactive power, the voltage at consumers is less than nominal, while its excess 
 voltage higher than the nominal value.‒  Reactive power is conventionally divided into generated and consumed. Reac-
tive power in DGC with AG generated  reactive power capacitors. Consumption of reactive power  reactive power‒ ‒  
induction motors or synchronous machines excited enough as major consumers connected to the terminals of the gener -
ator. In view of the above, are actual research process quality indicators autonomous power generation energy sources at 
the AG. The purpose is to develop indicators overseer energy modes asynchronous generator based on virtual models in 
the software environment LabVIEW.
Experimental part and results obtained. The most convenient methods of energy processes in different modes 
autonomous generator complex based on an analysis of the electrical signals, including analysis of the spectra of instan-
taneous power [2]. The most convenient methods of energy processes independent modes of generator complex based 
on an analysis of the electrical signals, including analysis of the spectra of instantaneous power [5]. Effective use of this 
approach should make the equation balance capacity or energy electrical elements of the complex.
The balance of power is the result Telledzhena theorem: The sum of the product of voltage and current of all  
branches of the circuit which satisfy Kirchhoff's laws equal zero [5]. The product of Ui(t)·Ii(t) is an instant-power Pi(t) 
of і branch [6] therefore the sum capacity of all branches of the circle is zero. For DGC with AG balance of power are 
as follows: The amount of power produced AG, is the amount of power consumed by all connected users, which in turn  
and create branch circuit. In general block diagram of battery power generating units (BPGU) is shown in Fig. 1, com -
prising: a primary source of mechanical energy (SoME) converter electricity  asynchronous generator (AG) with ca‒ -
pacitive excitation system (CES) and power consumers of electricity: single-phase and three-phase alternating current 
and direct current connectivity through the rectifier. Block control devices contains three groups of sensors.
For analog signals phase voltages a nd currents at the output of the generator serve as sensors VS1 VS3 and‒
CS1 CS. Using sensors VS4 VS6, CS4 CS6 and VS7 VS9, CS7 CS9 ear needed depending on the time of electrical‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒  
quantities SoME and at the clamps of consumer. Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) transmits the data from the sensors  
to formation block power of signal (FBPS) function of FBPS is getting signals of instantaneous power [5÷6] as sum of  
current input signals and abuse of appropriate sensors, converted to Fourier series [7].
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Figure 1 – Block of diagram autonomous energy management plant
Block formation signal power and block identification of indicators energy processes (BIIEP) output for results di-
rectly through the power of visualization are part of energy gage which analyzes general quality indicators of electric 
power at all cell transformation. Definition of indicators of energy processes in AYE performs block DEPB, it enables  
explore the complex indicators of the voltage U(t), current I(t), and their multiplication, power P(t), namely: Harmo-
nious composition of, effective and average value coefficients distortion signals [8].
Algorithm evaluation processes in an autonomous energy conversion power generating installation is based on the 
mathematical tools of instantaneous power method, under which the EG is, in general shown in Fig. 2.
Initially performed reading time sensor signals voltage uA(t), uB(t), uC(t) and currents iA(t), iB(t), iC(t) and represent-
ing time signals in frequency as the sum of orthogonal components [9].
For three phase system of field harmonic voltage and current signals phase A generator can be represented depen‒ -
dencies form:
uA (t )=∑
n=1
N
U ncos(Ωn t−ϕn)=∑
n=1
N
U nacos(Ωn t)+∑
n=0
N
U nb sin(Ωnt) ;
i A(t)=∑
m=1
M
I nacos(Ωm t−ψm)=∑
m=0
M
I ma cos(Ωm t )+∑
m=0
M
Imb sin (Ωm t ) ,
(1)
where n, m – number of harmonic voltage and current: N, M – number of harmonic components of voltage and current, 
φ , ψ – phase angles of voltage and current signals ; Ωn , Ωm – angular frequency change of voltage and current signals; 
Una =  Uncos  φn ,  Unb =  Unsin  φn orthogonal  cosine  and  sine  components  of  the  signal  voltage;  Ima =  Imcos  ψm ,
Ima = Im sin ψm – orthogonal cosine and sine components of the signal current.
Presentation  time  function  of  power  phase  A with  (1)  as  a  harmonic  ortohonal  components  according  to
pA(t) = uA(t)·iA(t) will look:
pA(t )=∑
k=1
K
Pk 0+∑
k=1
K
Pka cos(Ωk t )+∑
k=1
K
Pkb sin (Ωk t ) ; (2)
where ∑
k=1
K
Pk 0  – total permanent component power; ∑
k=1
K
Pka  – cosine component of total capacity; ∑
k=1
K
Pkb  – the total 
sinus component of power; Ωk – сircular frequency of k harmonic power ( Ωk = | Ωn ± Ωm | ); k – number of harmonic 
components of power.
The total capacity of the three phase system supplied to the stator winding of the generator capacity is the sum of‒  
individual phases:
p (t )=pA(t)+ pB(t )+ pC(t ) , (3)
where pB, pC  time function facilities phases B and C.‒
Analysis of energy processes executed on the virtual laboratory complex (VLC) [10, 11]. Research autonomous 
power sources based on asynchronous generator with capacitive excitation, that developed in LabVIEW graphical pro-
gramming environment [12÷16].
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Figure 2 – Algorithm evaluation process energy conversion in the autonomous power generation complex
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On the top are displayed in real time depending on changes in signal phase voltages uA(t), uB(t), uC(t), currents iA(t), 
iB(t), iC(t), powers pA(t), pB(t), pC(t), and the curve of the total electric power p(t) that is supplied to the generator stator 
(fig. 3).
Also on the panel displays numeric coefficients of nonlinear distortion signal current and voltage, and for the  
power displayed: effective power value, utilization of active and reactive power, nonlinear coefficient of signal power.
Figure 3 – Display of electrical signals and their spectrum
Designed power warden is a software block whose functionality is the analysis of energy processes in different  
modes autonomous generator complex.
As mathematical tools used method of instantaneous power, allowing maximum display processes of generation 
and energy recovery between the power source and the consumer. Defining performance energy conversion processes  
electrical signals is to obtain dependence of voltage and current and their product  instantaneous power, and the defini‒ -
tion of permanent and alternating sinus and cosine components of power effective values of instantaneous power. Re -
search energy processes arising in the power system, allows assessing the quality of energy conversion.
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